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Editorial
Well the SAM Club Christmas Party was a great success. A HUGE
THANK YOU goes out to ALL the SAM members who turned out on
a cold December night to enjoy all the fun. The massive raffle
was enjoyed by everyone, so special thanks go to Janis Conway
for all her efforts in choosing what to buy.

In your SAM Club newsletter this week, the wholesale petrol price
falls but consumer prices stays up. Sweden has a great recycling
programme in which 80% of a scrapped motorcycle’s parts are
recycled. Now that initiative is worth introducing here.

As more motorcycle manufacturers begin to make electric
vehicles, Vitesco, a German company, is developing a hybrid
powertrain kit. Aimed initially at 125cc machines, it is claimed to
reduce motorcycle emissions by 75%. The retro-fitting kit has a
limited mileage range of 18 battery miles when riding at, or
below, 37mph, you can then manually switch to the normal ICE
(internal combustion engine) engine running. It is aimed at the
urban commuter market. Going fully electric, Royal Enfield,
having highest sales of all motorcycle brands, now has a
prototype built and is testing it. It aimed to be on sale in late
2023. If you are still unsure about transitioning to an
e-motorcycle, read ‘5 ways to hack the transition to e-bikes’. A
fascinating discussion on attitudes and culture in the biking
community. I always love reading the reader’s comments at the
end of the article. They are very insightful into what will help and
hold up any progress to getting rid of ICE machines.

Onto improving biker safety now and the airbag has finally
reached the top of the head. Whilst its current design may not
give protection for the common ‘twist’ and ‘shear’ injuries, it
seems a step in the right direction. Now let’s hope they turn their
attention to the lower half of the body where the more common
lower limb injuries are sustained.
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A further development in airbag technology is the airbag in a
backpack. Aimed at the many riders who, rather than fitting a top
box, carry their possessions in a rucksack, this development is
under active testing and might be an alternative to the very
expensive products around at the moment.

FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) actively looks to
harmonise standards of helmet construction with a single
certification. With all the current standards of certification it might
be an uphill battle to get motorcyclists to accept and use the new
certification. However, FIM has been successful in getting the
standard adopted in motorcycle racing so let’s wait and see how
this initiative develops.

Now to my favourite hate, e-scooters. A French start-up company
has developed an e-scooter with a wide platform and a secure
locking mechanism for manual wheelchair users. It’s a cheaper
alternative to the motorised attachments currently available and
is aimed, initially, at the one million manual wheelchair users in
Paris. We’ll see how well the e-scooter performs in daily use on
crowded streets. If it’s anything like the mobility scooters and
powered wheelchairs currently in use it may add a further hazard
to travelling in public, rather than a safer solution.

‘The Sidecar Guys’ have teamed up with the Adventure Travel
Zone to bring their unique perspective to adventure travel by
motorcycle. The round-the-world record holders will be able to
relate how to complete a motorcycle adventure when you are sat
at the side of a bike to take in the view; and, keep the off-side
wheel on the ground. All good fun.

Finally in your SAM Club Newsletter this week, 10 things every
motorcyclist should avoid and a nice article about the women
despatch riders of WWII; along with lots more stuff. Happy
reading.
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Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website. Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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Biking News Online

Petrol price fell in November, although
savings were not passed on 5th
December 2022
RAC Fuel Watch reports that the petrol
price fell in November by an average of
6p, although the real savings were not

seen by consumers.

Over 80% of each scrapped
motorcycle is recycled in Sweden 5th
December 2022
A survey of Swedish scrappage
companies that deal with
motorcycles has found that over
80% of each scrapped motorcycle is recycled.

In recent years, European
countries haven’t just
implemented stringent Euro 5
emissions regulations, many
have also expanded city-based
Low Emission Zones. While
motorcycle manufacturers adapted

to the new standards with minimal casualties (farewell, YZF-R6),
future emissions laws will only become increasingly strict. To get
ahead of that CO2 curve, German automotive powertrain supplier
Vitesco Technologies developed a kit to help current riders
hybridize their current motorbike. The company’s hybrid project
first surfaced in December, 2021. Over the last year, Vitesco
fine-tuned the system to seamlessly transition between its
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internal combustion engine and its electric motor. Read more…

Is Royal Enfield going
Electric? When you think of the
name “Royal Enfield,” the first
thing that comes to mind probably
isn’t electric bikes. Yet, since it’s
nearly 2023, of course Enfield has
a plan for electrification that it’s
currently in the midst of undertaking. Now that it’s November,
2022, it seems that the OEM has recently reached the Quality
Function Development concept phase.

As recently as late October, we learned that the company is
currently aiming for a 2025 release date. If that hasn’t changed,
then the timing of the QFD model and product brief that our
colleagues at Autocar Professional recently got to see makes total
sense. For those unfamiliar, a QFD concept helps product
developers integrate customer wants into a given product design.
While it’s a part of the design process, it’s not necessarily what
the finished production version will look like.

Airheads: World's first
integrated airbag helmet
unveiled by Airoh. Airbag
systems are nothing new in
biking. Once a safety net
reserved for the MotoGP elite,
they’re now found in everything
from standalone vests to
adventure jackets, to bespoke

leathers. However, Italian company Airoh wants to take this a
step further by integrating the explosive safety technology into a
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motorcycle helmet – revealing a striking prototype model at this
year’s Milan show in early November.

“Since the birth of our company 25 years ago we have always

focused on safety,” said CEO and founder Antonio Locatelli. “This

obsession has led to the development of the helmet with an

integrated airbag.” Read more…

In 2016, the FIM Racing
Homologation Programme
(FRHP) set out to create
one helmet certification to
rule them all. With Europe’s
ECE 22.06, Japan’s JIS T8133,
and the U.S. DOT regulations

setting the bar for road legality, FHRP’s Phase 01 (FRHPhe-01)
held helmets to the highest standards in the industry: racing. Of
course, many motorcyclists turn to Snell and Sharp certifications
for extra assurance, but the FIM sticker soon gained prestige
among track riders and racers.

Fast forward to 2019 when FIM introduced its first homologated
helmets into the MotoGP premier class. By 2020, all circuit racing
disciplines required the FIM badge of approval. The FHRP upheld
the strictest safety standards by assessing linear and oblique
impacts at low, medium, and high speeds while also incorporating
penetration tests. Read more…
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Airbag Specialist In&Motion
Is Working On A New Airbag
Backpack I’m certain that a lot
of you ride your motorcycles
whilst wearing a backpack, be it
to carry your daily essentials,
or simply to store some stuff
you happen to pick up along
your way. Indeed, there are a

multitude of motorcycle-specific backpacks available in the
market, all of which are designed to make hauling your daily
essentials a breeze. Sometimes, these backpacks offer a certain
degree of protection as well.

The idea of a two-in-one backpack designed as a bag and
protective gear at the same time is nothing new. However,
In&Motion, a motorcycle airbag specialist that’s been around
since 2014, seeks to make things even better. The brand’s airbag
systems can be found in some of the gear industry’s leading
brands such as Furygan, RST, and even in the MotoGP.

Read more…

TIER And Omni Push For
Inclusivity With
Wheelchair-Compatible
E-Scooters. In today’s highly
connected society, inclusivity,
especially when it comes to
alternative forms of transportation,

is important to keep people going where they need to go. While
the growing popularity of e-bike and e-scooter sharing platforms
seems to be inaccessible for individuals with disabilities, leading
scooter-sharing platform TIER ascertains that this need not be
the case. In France, TIER Mobility is piloting wheelchair-accessible
electric scooters in partnership with Omni, a French startup that
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has developed an electric scooter attachment compatible with
most wheelchairs. The way it works is incredibly simple and user
friendly. The scooter attaches to the front of the wheelchair, and
has the rider control it like they would a standard scooter. It
simply makes use of a bracket that secures the wheelchair in
place, and can easily be unlatched once the user reaches their
destination. Read more…

Record breaking ‘Sidecar
Guys’ to host and inspire with
new-look Adventure Travel zone
at the Devitt Insurance MCN
London Motorcycle Show this Feb

The Adventure Travel Zone has
been a source of inspiration for

hundreds of two wheel escapades over the years. From short
jaunts around the UK to epic year long global circumnavigations
it’s the place travellers go for the best practical advice, ready
made tours, inspiring tales and hilarious anecdotes, all from the
people who’ve actually been there and done it.

For 2023, MCN have asked round the world sidecar record holders
and organisers of the Armchair Adventure Festival in Cornwall.
Matt Bishop and Reece Gilkes, AKA ‘The Sidecar Guys’ to host the
Adventure Travel stage and bring along their own unique
perspective on two wheeled adventures. “We’re really looking
forward to hosting the stage this year!” Explained Matt  “The
London show was the first event where we had the opportunity to
talk about our around the world by scooter and sidecar tour, so to
be returning to host the stage and showcase other adventurers
will be great!” Read more…
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Motorcycle Tips: Back Brake
Benefits. Rear brakes aren’t a hot
topic in today’s motoverse, nor are
they necessarily among the most
sought-after motorcycle tips. In
fact, they’re kind of boring when
the front binders on modern bikes
provide so much stopping power,

often with a single finger on the lever, but they’re still important.
According to the Motorcycle Safety Foundation, front brakes
provide approximately 70% of a motorcycle’s maximal stopping
power, leaving around 30% to the single rear brake. But many
factors affect this ratio, such as speed, tire grip, road surface,
road gradient, and type of motorcycle. Cruisers and touring bikes
with long wheelbases benefit from rear braking to a greater
degree than short-wheelbase motorcycles like sportbikes.

Read more…

DANGER ZONE | TOP 10 THINGS
MOTORCYCLISTS SHOULD
DEFINITELY AVOID. Whether
you're new to riding a bike or an old
hand, here are somethings that a
motorcyclist should just never do,
ever. THE list of things you should
always do on a motorcycle is pretty huge, ride on track, cross
Europe, learn how to wheelie – it’s pretty much an endless chain
of fun things you can do with your two-wheeled best mate.
Thankfully, the list of things you should never do with – or on –
your bike is pretty small. We can only think of ten absolute
no-nos in fact. So, save yourself the embarrassment, pain, and
the cost of a mishap, and please, don’t do any of these things!
Read more…
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THE HACK: 5 WAYS TO
TRANSITION TO E-BIKES “Hackers
are the new Hot-Rodders” ‘The Hack’
opinion column is written by our
newest contributor to The Current,
Harry Fryer.  He’s the founder/CEO of
Blaise Electric, and an

employee/investor in the Bike Sheds Motor Co. in London. From
the experts in the field, here are the obstacles, challenges and
solutions required to transition to electric motorcycles, beyond
purely functional urban scooters. Read more…

During times of war, when
telecommunications were limited
and insecure dispatch riders  or
“despatch” riders, a military
messenger on motorcycle was
used by the armed forces to
deliver urgent orders and
messages between headquarters
and military units. Women
excelled as dispatch riders and were often seen taking their
motorcycles, in the name of duty through perilous conditions.
Read more…
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SAM Meetings

SAM Club Saturday Meetings, Meadowhall Retail Park
9am every Saturday throughout the year.

Come and join us - you know you want to ride!

Great turnout of SAM Club members at the Christmas Party. Food,
lots of raffle prizes and a guest speaker was enjoyed by everyone.
Best of all it was a chance to meet up and talk with SAM Club
friends. THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING YOUR SAM CLUB!
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Next SAM Club night: 6th February 2023 meet at 7.30pm for
an 8pm start at Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St, Treeton,
Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.

SAM Club’s Advanced Motorcycle Test Passes

Petr Selfert (First Pass)

Observer - Fran Thompson
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Denny Luke (Pass)

Observer - Steve Bennett

Sue Purnell (Pass)

Observer - Andy Frith
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Neil Trench (Pass)

Observer - Steve Harper

John Horsefield (Pass)

Observer - Matt Lee
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Our latest Observer - Matt Lee
Receives his certificate from Chairman Steve Brown

November’s SAM club night saw more green badge passes.
16 Green Badge passes this year!

Let’s give a big hand to our latest
Observer and advanced rider test passes!!

SAM Members FREE Spring Breakfast
15th April 2023 → 9.00am – 10.15am

The Moorlands Baslow Road, Owler bar Sheffield S17 3BQ
ALL SAM members, family and friends are welcome to join us.
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

Thank you to everyone who rallied
around the NHS when our blood
stocks were low in October. We
had an amazing response, but we
can’t stop there.

We need your help this winter so
we can keep supplying hospitals
and patients with the blood they
need over the festive period.

Please keep your appointment to
give blood if you can, and book
your next one too https://bit.ly/37jnPfa

If you can't find an appointment for the next few weeks, please
keep checking or book for the future. Thank you for your
incredible support!
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

GOOD MORNING...

Are you feeling merry and bright?

These winter mornings create added risk
on the road as reduced visibility makes it
harder to see other road users.

Give yourself extra time and always take
that extra look - especially at places like

pedestrian crossings and outside schools.

Thank you #barnsley #doncaster #rotherham #sheffield

E-SCOOTERS - The law!

Thinking about buying someone
an E-Scooter for #christmas?

You can only ride them legally
on private land, where you have
the land owners permission, or
on public roads & cycle lanes
where there is a government approved rental trial.

ADVICE: Good morning South
Yorkshire - how are you?

OOOOOH it's chilly.

Imagine if your vehicle was to
have a break down and you were
stuck in the cold?

We can help you avoid this: https://sysrp.co.uk/vehicle-checks

#barnsleyisbrill #rotherhamiswonderful #sheffieldissuper
#doncasterisgreat
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Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last time
about a project we were developing as a
joint venture with a local charity, where
riders donate their old or unwanted riding
gear to the charity and items can then be
sold at a reduced cost to young riders via
the charity’s online site. It’s a win-win-win;
helping riders to offload their unwanted
gear, providing much needed funds for good
causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an affordable
price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final completion,
the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood - took the
reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which unfortunately
led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other charities have
since been considered, but as yet none have the right fit. We’re
continuing to look for a suitable charity to work with on this
project.

BetheBest – we have created a generic logo
to encourage all riders to take additional
training in one format or another; such as
IAM, BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed on
promotional snoods to promote the
campaign (available at SAM Club Nights).
The snoods have been produced in a series
of different motorbike brand colours, (Red,

Orange, Green and Blue), to test if this approach is more
appealing to riders.
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Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.

LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** COMMENT *** "Well, that's
a no-surprise" moment. A new
survey carried out by the RAC
looked at how just under 2000
drivers who drive on ‘all lane
running’ smart motorways use
them. And frankly, what they found
is absolutely ZERO surprise. The

so-called smart motorways which aim to use technology… Read
more

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY ***
Filtering - risk evaluation. Last
week's SoS post was entitled "How fast
is too fast? 1 - filtering" and somewhat
to my surprise, it gained more
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responses than the vast majority of other posts on here - and
with over 7000 followers I DO get some posts reaching sizeable…
Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses 293 Sun 4 December -
motorcycle news, tips & views. in today's show... two biker
gang members found guilty of manslaughter of rival biker... CCTV
catches attempt to steal judge's bike from outside east London
court... bike owner jailed for running two would-be thieves… Read
more

*** COMMENT *** EuroNCAP to
test bike safety clothing? Over the
last two Sunday Elevenses webcasts, I
took a look at the recently announced
EuroNCAP roadmap and how there are
proposals to extend it to powered two
wheelers. Because I know the webcast
still has limited viewing figures
compared with… Read more

IAM RoadSmart News

Safe and sound… the impact music
has on driving behaviour laid bare
by latest research. Motorists who
listen to music while driving could be
disrupting the harmony on Britain’s
roads, according to latest research.

More information
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Travelling over the festive period
Christmas is a time for family, food &
drink and of course presents! Most of
us will be travelling at some point
over the festive period, on roads that
will inevitably be busier than usual.
More information

Take care of yourself and others
this Christmas While the festive
period is a merry time for lots of
people, for some, it can be
particularly difficult. Mental Health
Motorbike (MHM) is a charity that
exists to support the mental health

and wellbeing of its members at all times of the year. More
information

Thank you to all the
conscientious drivers and riders
out there; you’re helping us get
closer to our vision of safer UK
roads. We have put together a
few hints and tips to keep you
safe whilst travelling during this
festive period! Find Out More

A recent IAM RoadSmart survey has revealed that 69% of
motorists believe that having loud music on while driving can be
distracting. 36% believe that listening to music has an impact on
how fast they drive. Does the type of music you're listening to
impact your driving? Your own answer here…
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Thank you to all the conscientious drivers and riders out there;
you’re helping us get closer to our vision of safer UK roads. We
have put together a few hints and tips to keep you safe whilst
travelling during this festive period! Find Out More

Do you know an avid motorbike
lover? Here’s our selection of
must have gifts for bikers this
Christmas – from wheel cleaning
kits to motorbike cameras, as
well as our Advanced Rider
course. Find out more

To our volunteers, we couldn’t do
it without you! Your passion,
dedication, and countless hours of
volunteering is actively making
roads safer. You’re a force for
good in raising awareness of road
safety and building a ‘road smart’

community. Learn more

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
will equip you with the skills to correctly anticipate, and plan for,
the hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more
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SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.
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Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 25th January 2023
● Next SAM Club Night: 6th February 2023 meet at

7.30pm for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
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and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things happening in your club.

● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are
you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.
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What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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